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This paper reviews the recent advances of silicon-on-insulator
(SOI) technology for complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) very-large-scale-integration memory and logic applica-
tions. Static random access memories (SRAM’s), dynamic random
access memories (DRAM’s), and digital CMOS logic circuits are
considered. Particular emphases are placed on the design issues
and advantages resulting from the unique SOI device structure. The
impact of floating-body in partially depleted devices on the circuit
operation, stability, and functionality are addressed. The use of
smart-body contact to improve the power and delay performance
is discussed, as are global design issues.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Silicon-on-insulator (SOI) technology has long been used
in many special applications, such as radiation-hardened or
high-voltage integrated circuits. It is only in recent years,
however, that SOI has emerged as a serious contender
for low-power, high-performance applications [1]–[4]. The
primary reason is the power consumption of scaled bulk
complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) tech-
nology. While the feasibility and performance of 0.15-

m bulk CMOS technologies with sub-0.1-m effective
channel length have been demonstrated, it is not clear
that these bulk CMOS technologies will work satisfactorily
within the power constraints of the intended low-voltage ap-
plications [2], [4], [5]. By dielectrically isolating the circuit
elements, SOI technology significantly reduces the junction
capacitances, allowing the circuits to operate at higher
speed or substantially lower power at the same speed. The
device structure also eliminates latchup in bulk CMOS and
improves the short-channel effect and soft error immunity.
Although these advantages of the SOI technology are
well known, the successful introduction of SOI technology
for large-scale mainstream applications faces some key
challenges across the entire spectra of material, process,
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manufacturing, devices, and designs. At the material and
process level, neither bonded nor separation by implanted
oxygen (SIMOX) SOI are mature enough for mass pro-
duction of low-cost, low-defect-density substrates [2]. The
crucial control of silicon film thickness to accurately control
the threshold voltage of fully depleted devices remains a
major concern. At the device and circuit level, the floating-
body effect in partially depleted devices and the resulting
hysteresis and instability during dynamic operations pose
major challenges for large-scale designs. While numerous
literature has addressed the material/process/device aspects
of the SOI technology, and various SOI-based designs have
been reported, a comprehensive account of the SOI-specific
design issues for the memory and logic circuits has been
lacking.

In this paper, we review the recent advances of SOI
technology for digital CMOS very-large-scale-integration
(VLSI) applications. Particular emphases are placed on the
design issues and advantages resulting from the unique
SOI device structure. Section II discusses the SOI device
structures and the floating-body effect in partially depleted
devices. Static random access memories (SRAM’s) are
then discussed in Section III, and dynamic random access
memories (DRAM’s) in Section IV. The digital CMOS
logic circuit family and some commonly used circuit blocks
for fast arithmetic operation in processor data flow are
dealt with in Section V, followed by the pass-transistor-
based designs in Section VI. The use of “smart” body
contact to improve the power and delay performance is
discussed in Section VII. Global design issues such as
timing considerations, decoupling capacitors, electrostatic
discharge (ESD) protection, and heat dissipation are ad-
dressed in Section VIII, followed by a general discussion
in Section IX. The conclusion of this paper is given in
Section X.

II. DEVICE STRUCTURE AND FLOATING-BODY EFFECT

The schematic cross section of a basic nMOS field-effect
transistor (FET) on SOI is shown in Fig. 1(a). Various de-
vice structures and designs have been systematically studied
in detail in [4] and [6]. The most fundamental device-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic cross section of a partially depleted SOI
nMOSFET. (b) The equivalent circuit model. (Inpn is the parasitic
lateral NPN transistor collector current. The two diodes are the
internal base-emitter and base-collector junction diodes;Isb and
Ibd are the impact ionization currents [9], [12], [15].)

design issue is the choice between a fully depleted device
versus a partially depleted device. In a fully depleted device,
ultrathin ( 50 nm or so) silicon film is used so the depletion
layer extends through the entire film. The advocated advan-
tages include the elimination of the floating-body effect and
better short-channel behavior. However, the claimed better
short-channel behavior stems from the reduced source/drain
junction depth and is traded against the source/drain series
resistance. Furthermore, the requirement that the silicon
film thickness always remain well below the depletion
width dictates a low device threshold voltage with high
sensitivity to process and thickness variations and stringent
control of the film thickness to within 5–10 nm [4], [6], [7],
which impose severe limitations on the manufacturability of
the device. A partially depleted device (with film thickness
around 150 nm) alleviates the constraint on and its
sensitivity, allowing the channel doping profile to be tai-
lored for any desired and thus easing the manufacturing
problem. The major issue of the partially depleted device is
the “floating-body effect” and the resulting parasitic bipolar
effect. The floating region under the MOS device channel
acts as the base of the parasitic lateral bipolar device, with
the base current supplied by impact ionization [Fig. 1(b)].
The floating body has been known to introduce a kink in
the DC I–V characteristics, lower the at high drain
bias, degrade breakdown voltage, and cause hysteresis and
instability during dynamic operations [8]–[11]. The global
use of body contact in every device to eliminate the floating-
body effect may severely degrade the density, and hence
the performance, of a large-scale design. While the current

(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 2. (a) Basic pass-gate configuration, (b) circuit symbol, and
(c) pertinent switching wave forms for parasitic bipolar current
through nMOS (solid lines) and pMOS (dashed lines) [10], [12].

gain of the parasitic bipolar device can be suppressed by
using source/drain extensions to reduce the emitter/collector
area, as well as retrograde channel doping to increase the
back interface doping and the effective bipolar Gummel
number [4], the existence of the floating body and the
possibility of parasitic bipolar leakage inevitably demand
that the circuit designers meticulously examine the circuit
functionality and margin under various process, supply, and
temperature corners.

For the parasitic bipolar effect to manifest during the
circuit operation, the circuit topologies and switching pat-
terns must be such that a large voltage is created/developed
across the base-emitter junction (i.e., the body-source junc-
tion) of the parasitic bipolar transistor [12]. In the floating-
body configuration, this can only be realized by pulling
down the emitter (i.e., source) node. One example is the ba-
sic pass-gate configuration depicted in Fig. 2(a) [13]–[15].
The circuit symbol is shown in Fig. 2(b). Consider the
situation that after passing the “high” ( ) state, C
switches to “low” (ground), and the input is subsequently
pulled down. For the nMOS, with its gate off and both
the source and drain nodes at “high,” its body will be
at “high” as well. Pulling down the input (source) node
creates a large forward bias across its body-source junction,
resulting in large current through the parasitic bipolar
transistor. Since the body (base) is discharged by the
current flow, the parasitic bipolar current presents only as a
transient phenomenon. The pertinent switching wave forms
are shown in Fig. 2(c). For the pMOS, the complementary
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situation holds. But the parasitic bipolar effect is less
pronounced [as shown by the dashed lines in Fig. 2(c)] due
to the lower impact ionization rate and smaller current gain
of the parasitic pnp transistor.

Other circuit topologies susceptible to the parasitic bipo-
lar effect will be discussed in Section V.

III. STATIC RANDOM ACCESSMEMORIES

One of the most quoted advantages of the SOI tech-
nology is the improvement in soft error rate (SER) [1],
mainly because of its long history in the radiation-hardened
applications. The -particle from radioactive elements in
packaging has been known to induce soft error and im-
pose severe design constraints in six-transistor (6-T) planar
SRAM cells [Fig. 3(a)]. The net charge imbalance
necessary to upset/flip the cell state equal to , where

is the capacitance seen at the storage node of the cell
and is the cell differential voltage (which equals the
supply voltage for a 6-T SRAM cell). The state-of-the-art
planar 6-T SRAM cell in 0.5-m design rules [16], [17]
typically has a cell size around 30–35m and a
around 25–30 fC. With 0.25-m design rules, the cell size
is expected to shrink to about 10–12m , with a of
10–15 fC. While the reduced cell size (and hence reduced
device parasitics) and storage node capacitance do improve
cell performance, the sublinear improvement in cell access
time is traded against the almost exponential deterioration
in SER. At design rules around 0.25m, -induced SER
is expected to surpass the cosmic ray (which is relatively
insensitive to and whose SER remains relatively
constant with technology scaling) and become the major
failure mechanism.

In bulk CMOS, the -generated charges are collected
mainly by the funneling effect [18] when an-particle hits
the drain diffusion layer. Due to the buried oxide in an SOI
MOSFET, this effect is not significant, and SOI MOSFET’s
are believed to have excellent soft error immunity [1]. In
SOI MOSFET’s, appreciable charge collection can only
occur when an -particle hits the channel region [19],
[20]. Although the amount of -generated charges in an
SOI MOSFET is substantially less than that in a bulk
MOSFET, the total charges collected at the cell storage
(drain) node are significantly higher than the-generated
charges due to the parasitic bipolar effect. Detailed three-
dimensional simulations have been carried out in [21]
to access the SER of an SOI 6-T cell in scaled design
rules. The -induced bipolar current was found to flow
over a long period [Fig. 3(b)] [20], [21], and the SER’s
for the SOI cell are in the same order as the bulk cell
[Fig. 3(c)] due to the parasitic bipolar effect. While these
results can only be taken qualitatively due to the strong
dependence of the parasitic bipolar effect on process/device
details and individual cell design, they do point out that the
improvement of SER in SOI SRAM cannot be taken for
granted. Although the use of body contact is an obvious
solution, the density requirement may not warrant such an
option. The curve for the SER of SOI SRAM also behaves

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. (a) 6-T planar SRAM cell. (b)�-induced noise currents
for SOI and bulk nMOSFET’s (the difference corresponds to the
bipolar current). (c) SER’s in SOI and bulk SRAM’s as functions
of effective gate length [21].
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differently from the bulk SRAM as the gate length (cell) is
scaled down. Implicit with the gate-length’s scaling from
0.4 to 0.19 m in Fig. 3(c) is the supply voltage’s scaling
from 4.0 to 2.7 V [21]. For bulk SRAM, scaling of the cell
and supply voltage reduce , and the SER rises almost
exponentially. For SOI SRAM, scaling the supply voltage
reduces (or suppresses) the parasitic bipolar effect since the
body, which acts as the base of the parasitic bipolar, will
be at lower potential. The reduced (or suppressed) parasitic
bipolar effect compensates for the reduction in the
of SOI SRAM, and the SER remains relatively flat with
technology scaling. This phenomenon, together with the
crossover of the curves for bulk and SOI SRAM SER at
around 0.20 m, can be clearly seen in Fig. 3(c).

In SRAM applications, SOI technology offers a signifi-
cant performance advantage due to device junction capac-
itance reduction. The benefit is most exemplified in the
differential-pair bit-line topology [Fig. 3(a)], as it contains
hundreds of source/drain junctions. Collective capacitance
reduction of the pass-gateREAD/WRITE transistors, in con-
junction with the minor contribution of higher current
drive of the selected pass-gate transistor induced by raised
floating-body potential, results in a substantial reduction
of cell access time. This is because the device junction
capacitance constitutes a sizable portion of the total bit-line
nodal capacitance. Detailed study using an array column
of 512 cells per bit line indicated that a 34% reduction
of bit-line nodal capacitance could be obtained using 0.25-

m SOI technology as compared with its bulk counterpart
[22]. Since the floating-body potential of theREAD/WRITE

pass-gate transistors depends on the cell content (“0” or
“1”) and the dynamic coupling of all the internal capacitive
elements both during switching and at equilibrium, the
device internal ’s of the pass-gate transistors become
dependent on the array content/pattern, thus causing an
imbalance in the nodal capacitance between the two bit
lines. This bit-line capacitance disparity becomes more
significant at higher supply voltage. Furthermore, during
the WRITE operation, a disturbance of half-selected cells
may occur due to excess parasitic bipolar current when the
bit line is pulled down, especially at the “first cycle” [13],
[14], [22]. These effects have to be duly considered in the
design phase.

In most high-performance SRAM’s, clocked dual-slope
sense amplifiers (Fig. 4) are used [17], [23]. During sensing,
the narrow device is turned on first, so the cur-
rent increases slowly, allowing differential voltage across
the cross-coupled pair to develop and grow. The wide
device is then turned on when a cell differential
voltage of about 150–200 mV is developed for fast pulling
down of the bit line. Initial development of the differential
voltage is critical. If the current is jammed on (transistor
turned on with a large current), the differential voltage will
not have a chance to grow, and the output voltage will
collapse before the difference is amplified [23]. In floating-
body SOI configuration, the uncertainty in the floating-body
potential translates into the uncertainty in the transistor
threshold voltage. A lower threshold voltage in

Fig. 4. Dual-slope sense amplifier used in high-performance
SRAM’s [17], [23].

may cause a jam-on of the sense amplifier. The imbalance
in the sense transistor threshold voltages further degrades
the sense margin and sensing speed. The differential voltage
may collapse in its early development stage, resulting in a
wrong state in the sense amplifier output. Unlike the case
for the cell, it is more manageable to drop body contacts
in the sense amplifier transistors. Alternatively, one can tie
the bodies of the cross-coupled sense transistors together,
forcing equal body potential (and thus equal threshold
voltage) on the sense transistors. While this alternative
approach saves the area associated with body contacts,
the overall sense margin does not improve since sense
transistors on different differential bit-line pairs still have
different body potential because of the dependency of the
bit-line capacitance on the cell contents.

The cell size and circuit performance of an SOI SRAM
can be further improved by using a cell layout with abutted
n and p drain regions [24] (Fig. 5). The nand p drain
regions of the inverter output node and the source/drain
region of the nMOS access transistor [shown as bold lines in
Fig. 5(b)] are connected by abutting Ti-silicided nand p
regions. This removes the layout constraint of well spacing
in the bulk CMOS technology and allows a single contact
layout for the cross-coupling connection of the inverters
in the memory cell. In 0.35-m design rules, a cell size
reduction of 16% and bit-line capacitance reduction of 39%
have been achieved compared with the bulk counterpart. A
128-Kb SRAM macro has been demonstrated with 10–20%
improvement in access time over the bulk SRAM macro
with comparable yield.

IV. DYNAMIC RANDOM ACCESSMEMORIES

DRAM density is limited by the minimum cell storage
capacitance achievable under the constraints of SER, static
and dynamic data-retention time, and sense amplifier sen-
sitivity. The primary advantages of SOI DRAM’s are the
superior SER and static data-retention time, which promise
for higher integration density than bulk-Si DRAM’s. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6 [25], where the bit-line sense signals
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. SOI SRAM cell layout with abutted n+ and p+ drain
region [24].

are plotted against the cell storage capacitance for both
bulk-Si and SOI DRAM’s, together with limitations due to
SER, static data retention, and sense amplifier sensitivity.
These limitations are for densities of 256 Mb and beyond
and 1.5-V operation. The bit-line capacitance for the
an SOI DRAM is assumed to be 25% smaller than that
for a bulk-Si DRAM (75 versus 100 fF). Consider first
the bulk DRAM. A sense amplifier sensitivity limit of 30
mV requires that the cell storage capacitance be larger than
4.1 fF. The static data-retention requirement that the mean
retention time be larger than 5 s at 80C places a lower
bound of 24 fF on the cell storage capacitance. The SER
requirement ( 100 FIT1) dictates a larger than 100
fC, and therefore a cell storage capacitance larger than 67
fF at 1.5 V. Hence, in a bulk-Si DRAM, the density is
limited by SER. For an SOI DRAM, the limit due to the
sense amplifier sensitivity is 3.1 fF due to the smaller bit-
line capacitance. The static data-retention limit on the cell
storage capacitance is 4.5 fF, substantially smaller than the
24 fF for a bulk-Si DRAM due to the order-of-magnitude
smaller cell p-n junction leakage area. Last, SOI DRAM’s
experimentally have been found to be essentially soft-error
free. Therefore, the cell storage capacitance limit on an SOI
SRAM is set by the static data-retention time requirement
to 4.5 fF, which is an order of magnitude smaller than 67
fF in bulk-Si’s DRAM set by the SER requirement.

The data-retention limit just described is the static data-
retention limit. It refers to the case where, during the refresh

1
1 FIT = 1� 10

�9 failures per hour.

Fig. 6. Limitation of SOI-DRAM and bulk-Si DRAM for 1.5
V operation. The data-retention limit here refers to the “static”
data-retention limit [25].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Leakage mechanisms for (a) bulk-Si DRAM cell and
(b) SOI-DRAM cell [26].

period, the bit line of the unselected cell is held steady
(e.g., at 1/2 ), and the leakage is primarily due to the
p-n junction leakage (Fig. 7) [26]. Due to the significantly
reduced p-n junction area, this leakage in an SOI DRAM
is typically an order of magnitude smaller than that in
a bulk-Si DRAM. The static data-retention time also has
been experimentally verified to improve as the silicon film
thickness, and hence the p-n junction area, is reduced [27].

A much more severe limitation is imposed by the dy-
namic data retention. In this case, the bit line of the
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Fig. 8. Simulated data-retention time at 27�C as a function of
junction leakage current [26].

half-selected cell swings from “high” to “low” (e.g., 1/2
to ground), thus increasing the gate-to-source voltage

of the cell transistor and causing subthreshold leakage
[26]. In an SOI DRAM, although the static p-n junction
leakage is small, holes are injected into the floating body.
The body potential inevitably rises due to the hole injec-
tion/redistribution and capacitive coupling, thus reducing
the threshold voltage and degrading the subthreshold leak-
age. The worst case scenario is the dynamic data retention
after a long static data retention, since the dynamic retention
begins when the body is being charged up by the leakage
current for a sustained long period [28]. Poor dynamic-
retention characteristics have been experimentally observed
and pose a major design challenge for SOI DRAM’s [29],
[30]. Since the use of body contact in the DRAM cell is
not an option due to the density requirement, one has to
resort to other process/device modifications and/or circuit
techniques. Process/device modifications such as a lightly
doped source/drain region (to reduce the current gain of the
parasitic bipolar transistor and the impact ionization near
the drain) [29] and the use of a pMOS cell transistor (lower
impact ionization rate and current gain for the parasitic
pnp transistor) [30] have been explored. One very effective
circuit technique is the boosted sense-ground (BSG) scheme
[31]–[33], where the “low” bit-line level is raised (to, say,
0.5 V) above the unselected word-line level to suppress
the subthreshold leakage by the negative of the cell
transistor. The BSG scheme has been found very effective
in improving the dynamic retention time of an SOI DRAM
(Fig. 8). Using the BSG scheme with V, a
dynamic retention time of 520 s at 27C has been shown
to be achievable for an SOI DRAM, compared with 200 s
for a 16-Mb bulk-Si DRAM [26].

The dynamic-retention time can be further improved by
employing a “body refresh” scheme [28], where the bit-
line level is lowered momentarily (from 1/2 to ground
in BSG scheme) to remove the accumulated holes from
the body region through the forward-biased body-source p-
n junction. As shown in Fig. 9(a), in the static retention
condition, the body potential increases due to the junction
leakage. When the bit-line level is lowered to ground

(a)

(b)

Fig. 9. Potential of SOI DRAM cell. (a) Static retention condi-
tion. (b) Body refresh condition [28].

[Fig. 9(b)], the accumulated holes are removed from the
body region to the bit line, and the body potential decreases.
It is crucial in this scheme to make sure that the body
refresh/discharge current does not destroy the stored data
in the cell. Detailed two-dimensional device simulation has
been performed on an SOI DRAM cell with 0.5m channel
length, 2.5 V supply, and a body refresh period of 20 ns
[26]. The decrease of the stored “high” data has been found
to be only 0.04 V, thus alleviating the concern of degrading
and even destroying the data. The body refresh function also
has to be embedded in the normal DRAM operations and
timings [26]. Fig. 10(a) shows the dynamic data-retention
characteristics after “high” data writing. The body refresh
after a few operations keeps the subthreshold leakage low
and improves the dynamic data retention time by about two
times. The dynamic retention characteristics for the worst
case scenario (dynamic data retention after long static data
retention) are shown in Fig. 10(b). The body refresh before
the dynamic data retention suppresses any increase in the
subthreshold leakage and improves the data-retention time
by about two times. If the two body-refresh operations
(before dynamic data retention and during dynamic data
retention) are combined, an improvement factor of about
three times can be obtained.

The floating-body-induced degradation in dynamic reten-
tion time can be alleviated by raising the threshold voltage
to reduce the subthreshold leakage (at the expense of cell
performance) [34]. One can also try to create a leaky body-
source junction (to lower the current gain of the parasitic
bipolar transistor) and reduce the drain-body coupling to
lower the floating-body voltage [34]. This requires detailed
device design and process window tradeoff, especially
for the case of leaky body-source junction, where the
junction leakage must remain substantially lower than the
subthreshold leakage of the MOSFET.

The SOI structure is also expected to improve the cosmic-
ray-induced soft error in high-density DRAM’s. Cosmic
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 10. (a) Estimated dynamic data retention for SOI DRAM.
(b) Worst case scenario (dynamic data retention after long static
data retention) [28].

rays hitting the atmosphere generate neutrons. These neu-
trons, with a small probability, interact with silicon nuclei.
The resulting events, while few in number, each have
a large probability of causing an error [35]–[37]. The
recoiling heavy ions generate a large number of electron-
hole pairs over a short path. Due to the small neutron-
nucleus cross section for silicon, energy required for the
neutron source, and difficulty in controlling the neutron
beam, it is hard to experimentally observe the neutron event.
One approach to studying the neutron event is to directly
strike devices with energetic heavy ions that produce a
charge track similar to that of the nuclei (i.e., silicon ions)
recoiling from neutrons. An experiment has been carried out
using fluorine ion, which produces a track charge density
more than half that of silicon ions and about ten times
that of -particles (He ions) near the silicon surface, as
shown in Fig. 11 [37]. Collected charges are measured
using diodes formed from the inner and outer diffusion of
a ring transistor, with the collection nodes monitored by
source-follower transistors. The results (Fig. 12) indicate
that for a fluorine ion strike, the charge collected in the SOI
structure is more than one order of magnitude smaller than
for the bulk (7–9 fC for SOI versus over 100 fC for bulk).
The difference is primarily due to the silicon film thickness,

Fig. 11. Charge generation curves for ions traveling through
silicon [37].

Fig. 12. Summary of charge collection results for�-particle and
fluorine ion strike [37].

noting that the generated charge density remains relatively
constant for ion range in silicon up to about 4.0m (see
Fig. 11). The results clearly show the advantage of the SOI
structure in avoiding the cosmic-ray neutron-induced soft
errors.

In DRAM sensing, one typically waits for the initial
(critical) bit-line signal to slowly develop to about 50–100
mV before speeding up the splitting of the bit-line voltages.
Due to the stringent sensing requirements and the smaller
initial bit-line signal compared with SRAM’s, it is almost
inevitable that body contacts be used in the sense transis-
tors. Fitting the sense transistors with body contacts to the
cell pitch is more challenging than in SRAM’s due to the
tighter cell pitch. Fig. 13(a) shows an SOI nMOSFET with
body contact. An example of the sense amplifier layout with
body contacts is shown in Fig. 13(b) [25].

The word line in DRAM is typically boosted to about
1.5 for storing full data in the cell. Circuitry
dealing with boosted level generation and the word-line
driver requires higher drain-to-source breakdown voltage.
Consequently, body contacts are necessary for these cir-
cuitry to suppress the early breakdown due to the floating
body. Body contacts are also needed in the output drivers
to counter the large supply/ground bounce and avoid sin-
gle transistor latchup. Fig. 14 shows a typical data path
for a READ operation. Circuits where body contacts are
needed/used are enclosed in dashed lines [25].
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. (a) An SOI nMOSFET with body contact. (b) A DRAM
sense amplifier with body contact [25].

Improvement in by using SOI technology typically
ranges 20–35%.

V. DIGITAL CMOS LOGIC CIRCUITS

We now discuss the specific design issues for digital
CMOS logic circuits using SOI technology. Certain circuit
topologies and switching patterns are susceptible to the
parasitic bipolar effect resulting from the floating-body
configuration with partially depleted SOI devices. Further-
more, because the time constants for body charging by the
impact ionization current and charging/discharging by vari-
ous leakage mechanisms range from several nanoseconds
to several tens of nanoseconds [11], the body potential
during the switching transient is primarily determined by
the external biasing and capacitive coupling. The circuit
behavior thus depends upon the prior state (hysteresis)
and switching patterns. A thorough understanding of the
complex interactions among the device behavior, circuit
topologies, and switching patterns is necessary to allow
proper design/sizing of various circuits and selective use
of body contact to achieve the full potential of the SOI
technology.

Fig. 14. DRAM data path for aREAD operation. Circuits where
body contacts are needed are enclosed in dashed lines [25].

One circuit topology susceptible to the parasitic bipolar
effect is the basic pass-gate configuration discussed in
Section II. Another case is illustrated by the stackedOR-
AND static CMOS circuit in Fig. 15(a) [12], [15]. Consider
the situation in which the input to N1 is at “high” ( )
and the inputs to N2, N3, and N4 are all at “low” (ground)
at [Fig. 15(b)]. The output node at is at
because the input to P4 is “low.” Node 1, the common
source node of N1/N2/N3, sits at a voltage one below
the input to N1. The body voltages of N1/N2/N3 sit between
their drain voltages and their source voltages and hence are
at “high” as well. When the input to N1 switches from
“high” to “low” (at ns), the common source node
(Node 1) is capacitively coupled down slightly by the gate-
to-source capacitance. The body voltage of N1 ( ) is
capacitively coupled down significantly by the large gate-
to-body capacitance of N1. The body voltages of N2 and
N3, on the other hand, are only down slightly because
their respective gate voltages remain unchanged and the
voltage at the common-source node (Node 1) is down only
slightly. Hence, when the input to N4 subsequently switches
(at ns) to pull the common-source node (Node
1) to ground, large base-emitter voltages (i.e., body-source
voltages) are developed for N2 and N3 (not N1, since the
body voltage of N1 has been capacitively coupled down
significantly), and significant parasitic bipolar currents flow
through the supposedly off devices N2 and N3 [Fig. 15(b)].

For the static CMOS circuit, the pMOS path restores
and holds the output by construct. If the circuit has been
properly sized, the net effect is only a very small dip in the
output voltage wave form and the extra power consumption
due to the parasitic bipolar current.

For dynamic circuits [38], the consequence can be much
more severe. Fig. 16(a) shows a dynamic four-wayOR

circuit [12]. Notice that the stack formed by the logic
transistors and the evaluation transistor resembles theOR-
AND stack for the static circuit in Fig. 15(a). Assume that
in the precharge phase, the input to N1 is at “high” and the
inputs to N2/N3/N4 are at “low.” The dynamic Node 2 is at

, and the common-source Node 1 is at . The
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 15. (a) Static three-wayOR-AND circuit. (b) Pertinent switch-
ing wave forms (voltage unit: volts; current unit: milliamperes)
[12], [15].

input to N1 switches at ns from “high” to “low,” and
the circuit subsequently evaluates at ns [Fig. 16(b)].
These switching patterns set up N2/N3/N4 in a condition
similar to that just described for the static circuit, and large
parasitic bipolar currents flow through these off devices to
pull down the dynamic Node 2 when the circuit evaluates.
Depending on the strength of the feedback half-latch P1,
the parasitic bipolar currents may produce a disturbance at
Node 2 and the output node or completely upset and invert
the logic state [Fig. 16(b)]. Hence, in the dynamic circuits,
the feedback half-latch has to be sized up (at the expense
of circuit speed) to overcome this effect in the worst case
situation.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 16. (a) Dynamic four-wayOR circuit. (b) Pertinent switching
wave forms (voltage unit: volts; current unit: milliamperes) [12],
[15].

Similar effects are present in other circuit families such as
the static and dynamic cascade voltage switch logic (CVSL)
circuits [12].

Some commonly used circuit building blocks for fast
arithmetic operations in processor data flow can also
experience problem with the parasitic bipolar effect.
Fig. 17(a) shows a Manchester carry chain circuit [38] for
fast carrier propagation/generation, where the propagate
signal ( ) is used to gate the previous ( ) in a
pass-gate configuration. Assume that in the precharge phase

,
, and . Node 0 ( ), Node 1 ( ),

Node 2 ( ), Node 3 ( ), and Node 4 ( ) are all
precharged to “high” ( ). Hence, all the pass-gate
transistors , and are set up with
their gate inputs at “low” and their drain nodes and source
nodes at “high” ( ). When the circuit evaluates (at
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 17. (a) Manchester carry chain circuit and (b) switching wave forms for input patterns
(G4; G3; G2; G1) = (0; 0; 0; 0), (P4; P3; P2; P1) = (0; 0; 0; 0), andC0 = 1 (voltage unit:
volts; current: milliamperes) [12], [15].

ns), Node 0 is pulled down ( ), and parasitic
bipolar current flows through the off pass-gate transistor

to pull down Node 1 (Fig. 17). As a result, parasitic
bipolar current flows through the off pass-gate to pull
down Node 2. This chain parasitic bipolar effect, stemming
from the series-connected pass-gate configuration, fades as
it propagates down the pass-gate chain. Consequently, no
significant parasitic bipolar current can be observed in
and . Node 1 can be seen to be pulled down to 0.62
V and Node 2 pulled down to 1.16 V, both low enough
to cause errors in their logic states if they are buffered by
inverters for use in the subsequent logic. Node 3, because

of the fading chain parasitic bipolar effect, is pulled down
only to 2.05 V. Many other input patterns will also cause
parasitic bipolar effect and result in logic state errors for
this circuit [12].

Multilevel voltage-switch current-steering-type circuits
may encounter much more complicated situations [39].
Fig. 18 shows the schematics of a three-input dynamic
CVSL XOR circuit. In the precharge phase, all branches
are “nonactive” because the clocked evaluation transistor
N0 is off. Node 1 and Node 2 are precharged to . Due
to the differential input configuration, all common-source
nodes in all cascade levels are at “high.” Consequently, all
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logic transistors with “low” inputs (i.e., half of the total
logic transistors) are set up in a condition with both their
drains and sources at “high” (thus, bodies at “high” as well
if given enough time to settle to their steady-state values).
When the circuit evaluates, the common-source nodes in
the active branches are pulled down to “low” and parasitic
bipolar currents flow through these off transistors. Because
of the criss-cross drain connection, each common-source
node is also a common-drain node of the lower cascade
level. Pulling down these common-drain nodes can cause
“inverse-mode” parasitic bipolar current to flow from the
source to the drain in the off transistors in the nonactive
branches at the lower cascade level [39]. This is illustrated
in Fig. 19, which shows the pertinent switching wave
forms for input pattern (A, B, C) ( ). In this case,
transistors with inputs connected to (N1), (N5/N6),
and (N9/N10) are susceptible to the parasitic bipolar
effect in the evaluation phase. As can be seen, normal-mode
parasitic bipolar currents flow through the off transistors
N1, N6, and N10 when the circuit evaluates at
ns. Inverse-mode parasitic bipolar currents flow through
the off transistors N5 and N9 because their drain nodes
are pulled down by cascade active transistors and therefore
come down much faster and earlier than their source nodes,
which are pulled down by the parasitic bipolar currents at
the lower cascade levels. The normal-mode parasitic bipolar
current can also been seen to pull down the supposedly
high Node 2, resulting in an erroneous state where both
Node 1 and Node 2 are at “low.” The parasitic bipolar
currents in the second evaluation cycle (at ns) are
substantially smaller than those in the first evaluation cycle.
This hysteresis behavior stems from the fact that the time
interval for the second precharge cycle (from to

ns) is not long enough for the body voltages to
charge up to their steady-state values.

Up to now, we have focused our discussion on the
parasitic bipolar effect. An equally important effect is the
floating-body-induced transient threshold voltage variation
in partially depleted SOI-CMOS devices [40]. This effect
is present even when the parasitic bipolar current is not
significant enough to affect circuit operation. The threshold
voltage variation has been shown to cause a frequency-
dependent pulse-stretching effect in partially depleted SOI-
CMOS inverter chains [40]. Such behavior is attributed to
the charge imbalance between logic states during switching.
Consider the situation in Fig. 20, where the equilibrium
distribution of holes is shown schematically for “low”
[Fig. 20(a)] and “high” [Fig. 20(b)] input gate voltage. With
gate input at “low,” there are more majority charges (holes)
in the floating body compared with the case when the
gate input is at “high.” This is because a larger volume
of majority charge is depleted by the gate at “high” voltage
than by the drain at “high” voltage. Hence, if the input
to the inverter chain is at “low” for a long time prior to
any switching, the first-stage nMOS (gate input at “low”)
has more majority charges in the floating body compared
with the second stage nMOS (gate input at “high”). When
the chain switches, the first-stage nMOS switches with

Fig. 18. Schematics of three-input dynamic CVSLXOR circuit
[39].

a higher current drive (lower ) than the second-stage
nMOS. The same scenario holds for all the subsequent
odd- and even-stage nMOS devices. From a circuit point of
view, all the odd-stage nMOS devices have their gate inputs
at “low” and their drain nodes at “high.” The bodies of
these devices are charged by the off-state impact ionization
current and the leakage through the reverse-biased drain-
body PN junctions, and discharged by the leakage through
the forward-biased body-source PN junctions. Equilibrium
body voltage is reached when the charging and discharging
currents are equal. Thus, the body voltages of these devices
sit at one diode (body-source PN junction diode) cut-in
voltage above the source nodes, resulting in lower threshold
voltage. For the even-stage nMOS devices, with gate inputs
at “high” and drain nodes at “low,” the body voltages
(sitting between the drain and source voltages) are at “low,”
resulting in higher threshold voltage. The pMOS devices
operate in a complementary fashion. The odd-stage pMOS
devices have less majority body charges (electrons) and
thus higher , while the even-stage pMOS devices have
more majority body charges and lower . Consequently,
when the input pulse rises from a sustained period of “low”
state to “high,” the rising edge of the input pulse propagates
down the chain faster than the falling edge of the pulse. This
is because all the devices involved with the propagation of
the rising edge (odd-stage nMOS and even-stage pMOS)
have lower , and all involved with the falling edges have
higher . The pulse, therefore, stretches as it propagates
through the chain, as demonstrated by the measurement
results shown in Fig. 20(c). This pulse-stretching effect
depends on the input frequency and the supply voltage

(Fig. 21). As the input pulse frequency increases, the
pulse stretching decreases. This is because as devices switch
more often, there is less time for devices to recover to
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(a)

Fig. 19. Pertinent (a) voltage wave forms for dynamic CVSLXOR circuit with inputs (A, B,
C) = (0; 1; 1) [39].

the starting (equilibrium) state that they began with prior
to any switching. The pulse stretching also decreases with
increasing . At higher , the drain-induced depletion
of the body at output “high” state [gate input at “low”; see
Fig. 20(a)], which reduces the equilibrium number of holes
in the body, becomes more significant. Thus, the difference
of equilibrium number of holes between the two states
shown in Fig. 20(a) and (b) diminishes (and pulse stretching
decreases) with increasing .

The pulse-stretching effect has several implications on
the circuit operation. First, it affects the duty cycle and

degrades the clock skew and jitter in a clock distribution
network. Second, circuit timing rules would have to take
this effect into consideration, thus complicating the timing
methodology and degrading the circuit performance as well.
Last, it complicates the design and degrades the margin of
the self-timed type of circuits [41]. This is illustrated in
Fig. 22, where we show the schematics of a so-called “self-
resetting CMOS” (SRCMOS) circuit [17], [41]. This type of
self-timed circuit utilizes a delayed feedback signal derived
from the circuit output to reset the circuit to precharge state,
thus eliminating the skew associated with the distribution
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(b)

Fig. 19. (Continued.)Pertinent (b) current wave forms for dynamic CVSLXOR circuit with inputs
(A, B, C) = (0; 1; 1) [39].

of the global clock and improving the cycle time. The
input and output signals are pulses. When the input pulses
arrive and the circuit evaluates, the dynamic Node A is
pulled down and the output rises. The rising edge of the
output signal is delayed via a “reset timing chain” and
then applied to the precharge (reset) transistor P0, thus
initializing the precharge process [Fig. 22(b)]. When Node
A is precharged “high,” the output falls. The falling edge of
the output signal then goes through the delay chain to turn
off the precharge transistor P0. The pulse-stretching effect
broadens the precharge pulse since the rising edge of
the output pulse propagates through the reset timing chain
faster than the falling edge, thus squeezing the evaluation
cycle and degrading the cycle time. Furthermore, in this
type of circuit, input pulses must align properly to ensure
enough overlap among pulses. One also must ensure proper

separations among signal pulses that are not supposed to
overlap so that they will not “collide” in the worst case.
The “pulse alignment” and “avoidance of pulse collision”
become much more complicated in the presence of the
pulse-stretching effect.

VI. PASS-TRANSISTOR-BASED CIRCUITS

Pass-transistor logic has been known for its efficiency
in device use. The lower transistor count required to im-
plement a given function improves the density, power,
and delay. It has long been a popular circuit choice for
fast arithmetic operations such as arithmetic logic unit
(ALU), multiplier, and processor data-flow elements such as
multiplexer, barrier shifter, etc. [38], [42]–[44]. Implemen-
tation of this low-power circuit style in the low-power SOI
technology would potentially result in substantial power
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(a) (b)

(c)

Fig. 20. Cross section of a partially depleted SOI nMOSFET
schematically showing the equilibrium distribution of holes
(dark-shaded region) (a) in the output-HI state and (b) in the
output-LO state. (c) Measured variation in output pulse width of a
480-stage PD-SOI-CMOS inverter chain atVDD = 0:8 V versus
input frequency shown schematically. The input pulse width is
10 ns. The devices haveLe� = 0:45 �m, tOX = 9 nm, and
tSi = 110 nm [40].

Fig. 21. Measured pulse stretch per stage in a 480-stage
PD-SOI-CMOS inverter chain versus input pulse frequency and
VDD [40].

reduction for low-power applications. This circuit style,
however, is particularly vulnerable to the parasitic bipolar
effect resulting from the floating body, as discussed in
Section II.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 22. (a) Schematics of a generic SRCMOS circuit. P0 is the
precharge (reset) transistor, P1 is the feedback half-latch to improve
the noise margin of dynamic Node A. (b) Relationship between
timing edges of various signals in SRCMOS circuit [41].

One of the most common and important applications of
the pass gate is for the clock/timing control in various
latch designs [38]. Fig. 23 depicts an L1/L2 type of latch
with two nonoverlapping clocks, C1 and C2. Consider the
situation that after passing the “high” state, C1 switches to
“low” at ns, and the input D is subsequently pulled
down at ns, as shown in Fig. 23(b). With C1 at
“low,” the pass gate at the input to the L1 latch is supposed
to be off, while the pass gate in the feedback loop of the L1
latch is on to hold the state of the latch. Significant parasitic
bipolar current, however, flows through the off nMOS of
the input pass gate [Fig. 23(b)] to pull down Node L1.
Since the pass gate in the feedback loop is on, the pMOS
in the feedback inverter fights the parasitic bipolar current
to restore Node L1. The result is a transient voltage dip
(large enough to be a design concern) of Node L1 voltage,
as shown in Fig. 23(b) [15]. The complementary situation
is less of a concern because of the low impact ionization
of pMOS and the lower current gain of the parasitic pnp
transistor.

Notice that in some high-density designs, the pass gate in
the feedback loop is removed and a “trickle” inverter with
small devices is used [38]. It is important in this case to
make sure that the trickle inverter has enough strength to
overcome the parasitic bipolar current and restore Node L1;
otherwise, the latch may flip and latch into the wrong state.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 23. (a) L1/L2 latch with two nonoverlapping clocks, C1 and
C2. (b) Pertinent switching wave forms for parasitic bipolar current
through the nMOS of the L1-latch input pass gate. [12], [15].

Pass-transistor-based wide multiplexers are important for
critical data-flow elements such as rotators and shifters and
for the control portion of a processor. The schematics of a
pass-gate-based-to-1 multiplexer are shown in Fig. 24(a).
In most applications, the control signals are “orthogonal,”
selecting one and only one input at a time. Consider
the worst case scenario for the parasitic bipolar effect as
follows. Assume all inputs are at “high” to start with,
the selected input passes the “high” state to Node 1 (and
continues to hold the state of Node 1 afterwards), and all the
unselected inputs ( of them) are then pulled down. As
a result, parasitic bipolar currents flow through the
nMOS in the unselected pass gates to pull down
Node 1, which is being held/restored only by the single
selected pass gate. Fig. 24(b) shows the pertinent switching
wave forms for , , , and [15]. For ,
Node 1 is pulled down to 1.36 V, close to the threshold
of the output buffer (inverter), and a “bump” starts to
surface in the output voltage wave form . For ,
Node 1 is pulled down to 0.78 V, decisively crossing the
threshold of the output buffer, and the output voltage rises
to 2.31 V. Since the parasitic bipolar current is a transient
phenomenon, the selected pass gate eventually restores the
Node 1 (and hence output) voltage. If the output is sampled
and latched into the subsequent logic stages when it is
“high,” however, a wrong logic state would result.

The parasitic bipolar effect can also potentially lead to
logic-state errors in pseudo-two-phase dynamic logic [38],
as shown in Fig. 25(a). Consider the time period when C2

(a)

(b)

Fig. 24. An n-to-1 multiplexer. (a) Circuit schematic and
(b) pertinent switching wave forms forn = 4, 8, 16, and32 [12],
[15].

is “low” (the other case when C1 is “low” is symmetrical).
The pass gate to the second stage is off and the second
stage is evaluating. If the data stored in the gate capacitance
is “high” and the first stage is evaluated to be “low”
following the falling edge of C1, parasitic bipolar current
flows through the nMOS in the off pass gate, discharging
the input (gate) node (Node INT3) from “high” to “low.” In
Fig. 25(b) [15], this nMOS parasitic bipolar current (peak
current 0.27 mA) can be seen to discharge the gate node
completely from 2.5 to 0 V.

VII. SMART BODY CONTACT

The fact that each SOI device has a fully isolated, individ-
ually accessible body actually offers an additional degree
of freedom for design and can be exploited to enhance
the power and delay performance. The body contact can
be used to control dynamically the threshold voltage of
the device to achieve high-speed, low-voltage operation
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 25. A pseudo-two-phase dynamic logic circuit. (a) Circuit
schematic and (b) pertinent switching wave forms for parasitic
bipolar current through nMOS N2 (voltage unit: volts; current unit:
milliamperes) [12], [15].

in active mode and low-leakage, low-power operation in
standby or sleep mode.

One example is the dynamic threshold voltage MOSFET
(DTMOS) [45], where the body is directly tied to the gate.
The threshold voltage is thus reduced, and the current drive
improves when the circuit is active. In standby mode, the
body potential is low and the threshold voltage remains
high to reduce the leakage. This scheme has been shown
to provide significant leverage for low-voltage operation.
The power-supply voltage, however, is limited to less than
one diode voltage to avoid turning on the parasitic bipolar
transistor. A circuit limiter to limit the body-source junction
voltage to less than one diode drop is necessary for higher
supply voltages.

Dynamic threshold voltage control has also been pro-
posed for high-density, low-voltage DRAM applications.
Figs. 26 and 27 illustrate the so-called super body-
synchronous sensing scheme for a 4-Gb 1.5-V SOI DRAM
application [46]. In this circuit, the word line is boosted to

V, and a BSG level [31], [32] V is
applied. In the equalizing state, the p- and n-bodies of the
sense amplifier are biased at 1.5 and 0.5 V, respectively
[Fig. 26(b)], resulting in a body-to-source bias of 0.5 V

(a)

(b)

Fig. 26. Super body-synchronous sensing scheme for DRAM. (a)
VBS controls VTN and (b) pertinent bit-line and body-voltage
levels for sense transistors in sense and restore states [46].

and hence a low threshold voltage of V
[Fig. 26(a)] for the nMOS sense transistor for fast sensing.
After sensing, the p-body is pulled down to 0.5 V. Since in
the restore state the low level of the bit line is at
V, the body-to-source voltage for the nMOS sense transistor
is 0 V; thus, is increased to 0.44 V to reduce the
standby current induced by the subthreshold leakage. This
sensing scheme has been found to improve the sensing
speed by 2.7 ns. Overall, a improvement of about
35% over bulk-Si DRAM can be achieved [Fig. 27(a)].
Notice that dynamic threshold voltage control through
body bias is practical only for SOI DRAM. Due to large
well-to-substrate and other parasitic capacitances in bulk-Si
DRAM, the current required for body-bias control is about
20 times larger than that in SOI DRAM [Fig. 27(b)] [46].

Notice that the dynamic threshold voltage-control tech-
niques typically utilize partially depleted (PD) SOI devices.
Nevertheless, fully depleted (FD) devices have significantly
lower leakage current in the off state. It is possible to
design/optimize the SOI film thickness and channel doping
so that the FD/PD transition occurs in a small range of
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 27. Super body-synchronous sensing scheme for DRAM.
(a) Timing sequence and (b) comparison of current required for
body-bias control andtRAC for bulk-Si and SOI DRAM [46].

body-to-source bias . This FD/PD transition by the
body-bias control is particularly useful for a low-voltage
circuit because the on-state current is enhanced by the
forward body bias in the PD mode, while the off-state
current is suppressed by the better subthreshold slope
and lower leakage in the FD mode. This technique was
first demonstrated in a 1.0-V, 46-ns, 16-Mb DRAM [47].
Fig. 28(a) illustrates the FD/PD mode transition controlled
by the body bias. To enhance the speed at low voltage,
the design employs a body-pulsed sense amplifier (BPS),
as shown in Fig. 28(b). Four body voltages (SBP, SBN,
SWP, SWN) are independently controlled to accelerate both
sensing and restoring. In the initial sensing, the driving
capability of transistors M1–M4 is enhanced by asserting
SBP and SBN pulses. As a result, the sensing time is
reduced from 17 to 14 ns. During restoring, the driv-
ing capability of M5 and M6 is enhanced by SWP and
SWN pulses; thus, the time for restoring to full swing is
shortened from 62 to 56 ns. A similar technique is also
applied to improve the bit-line equalization. This body-
driven equalizer (BDEQ) scheme is depicted in Fig. 29.
This scheme overcomes the drawback of the conventional
bit-line equalizing circuit, where the driving capability
of equalizing transistors decreases as equalizing proceeds
owing to the back bias effect. In the BDEQ scheme, bias
of 0.5 V is applied to the body, and remains positive
through the equalizing process [the “EQBODY” maintains
0.5 V as long as “BLEQ” (bit-line equalization) is asserted].
The circuit is thus free from the back bias effect, and
equalizing time is reduced from 15 to 9 ns.

Dynamic threshold voltage control has also been used
in multithreshold CMOS (MTCMOS) circuit [48] com-
bining low -CMOS logic gates and variable- sleep-
mode-control MOSFET’s for sub-1.0-V battery-operated

(a)

(b)

Fig. 28. (a) Body-controlled FD/PD mode transition and (b) BPS.
(0.5-�m SIMOX with modified MESA isolation.) Film thickness
for tox/SOI/BOX = 10/100/400 nm [47].

portable applications. Fig. 30(a) shows a MTCMOS circuit
on SIMOX, which operates for supply voltage as low
as 0.5 V [49]. The circuit utilizes fully depleted low-
MOSFET’s for the logic gates to achieve high speed at low
supply voltage and a partially depleted variable-pMOS
for sleep-mode control. In the active mode, the body voltage
of the sleep-mode-control pMOS is lowered, thus reducing
its to allow a voltage closer to the supply voltage to
be applied to the logic circuits. In the sleep mode, the
body voltage of the pMOS is raised, thus increasing its
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Fig. 29. BDEQ [47].

to reduce the leakage. Tying the pMOS body directly
to its gate would result in large leakage from the drain-
body pn junction to the gate when the sleep-mode control
signal SL goes “low” (active mode) if the supply voltage is
larger than one diode drop. By connecting the pMOS body
to its gate through a reverse-biased diode composed of a
low- pMOSFET, this leakage is significantly suppressed
[Fig. 30(b)]. Notice that when SL is “high” (sleep mode),
the body of the sleep-mode-control pMOS will sit at
one (low) diode drop below SL. Fig. 31 compares the
circuit delays of bulk-MTCMOS and SIMOX-MTCMOS
as functions of the supply voltage. The SIMOX-MTCMOS
offers more than two times delay improvement for supply
voltages less than 1.0 V. The SIMOX-MTCMOS can also
been seen to operate for supply voltages down to 0.4 V,
while bulk-MTCMOS loses its functionality around 0.5 V.

Similar techniques have also been applied to pass-
transistor logic [50]. Fig. 32(a) depicts a conventional
complementary pass-transistor logic (CPL). Low-voltage
applications of this circuit are constrained by the loss
in passing the “high” signal and degradation in driving
capability. By using gate-body connected SOI pass gates
[Fig 32(b)], low-threshold voltage for the “on” pass-
gate and high-threshold voltage for the “off” pass-gate
are realized, thus minimizing the loss, improving the
driving capability, and suppressing the leakage. Body-bias
control can also be applied to the buffer section composed
of a pMOS latch and two CMOS inverters, as shown in
Fig. 32(b) [50]. The bodies of the inverter MOSFET’s
are connected to their respective gates. Due to the low-
threshold voltage of the “on” MOSFET’s, this scheme
reduces the delay of a full adder to one-third that of
the conventional SOI CPL at a supply voltage of 0.5 V
(Fig. 33). At a fixed delay of 2.0 ns, the lowest operation
voltage is improved by 0.17 V. The buffer section can be
further improved as shown in Fig. 34, where the pullup
pMOSFET’s are cross coupled. The bodies of the pullup
pMOSFET’s can be connected either to their respective

(a)

(b)

Fig. 30. (a) SIMOX-MTCMOS circuit and (b) static current
characteristics of DTCMOS and variable highVT -MOSFET with
reverse-biased MOS diode [49].

gates or to the inputs, as shown in Fig. 34. With the bodies
connected to the gates and the gates cross coupled to the
output nodes of the opposite phases, the threshold voltage
of the “on” pullup pMOS remains high until the output
nodes respond. It is therefore advantageous to connect the
body to the input so that the threshold voltage of the “on”
pMOS decreases immediately once the input changes, thus
improving the circuit speed and reducing the short-circuit
current. Experimentally, it has been verified to provide
about 36% improvement in circuit speed [50].

Notice that in practice, it is desirable to minimize the
number of supply voltages and other circuits in the system
may require supply voltage higher than one diode voltage.
To extend the operating voltage of the body-bias controlled
SOI pass-gate circuits to larger than one diode voltage,
one can exploit the boosted ground scheme as shown
in Fig. 35(a) [51]. In this scheme, a reference voltage
generator, composed of a drain-body-connected nMOS SOI
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Fig. 31. Comparison of basic logic gate delays of
bulk-MTCMOS and SIMOX-MTCMOS. The threshold voltages
are 0.38 V for highVT nMOS, 0.13 V for lowVT nMOS, 0.44
V for high VT pMOS, and 0.18 V for lowVT pMOS [49].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 32. (a) Conventional complementary pass-gate logic.
(b) Gate-body connected SOI pass-gate logic [50].

transistor and a series resistor, generates. The bias
applied to the main circuitry, , is therefore
lower than the soft breakdown voltage of the body-bias
controlled SOI devices, thus reducing the leakage. The
boosted ground is driven by a body-source tied SOI nMOS

Fig. 33. Simulated full-adder delay of conventional complemen-
tary pass-gate logic and gate-body connected pass-gate logic on
SOI [50].

Fig. 34. SOI-CMOS buffer with cross-coupled pullup pMOS-
FET’s and body-input connections [50].

transistor to avoid the floating-body effect and to assure
high enough to suppress the standby leakage current of
the main circuitry. A charge pump boosts the supply voltage
for stable operation of the analog portion of the circuits.
Fig. 35(b) shows the maximum frequency and active power
as functions of the supply voltage for a one-stage, 32-b
ALU using the boosted ground scheme [51]. The operating
voltage can be seen to extend to 1.5 V while containing
the power. Notice that the maximum frequency remains
relatively constant for supply voltage above 0.5 V since the
highest voltage applied across the main circuitry is limited
to 0.5 V in this implementation.

A capacitive coupling technique has also been used to
maintain the advantage of body-bias control and extend
the operating voltage range. Fig. 36(a) shows the schematic
of a so-called double-gate-driven CMOS (DGMOS) circuit
where the body of the switching device is dynamically
connected to the gate by a capacitor [52]. Taking the pMOS
as an example [Fig. 36(a)], a coupling capacitorand a
pn junction diode are added. The operation of the circuit
is illustrated in Fig. 36(b). When the input switches from

to ground (GND), the pMOS is turned on and its body
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 35. (a) Body-bias controlled SOI pass-gate logic with
boosted ground scheme and (b) maximum operating frequency
and active power versus supply voltage for a one-stage, 32-b ALU
using body-bias controlled SOI pass-gate logic [51].

voltage is capacitively coupled down, thus reducing
the threshold voltage and resulting in a large drain current.
When drops down to a value larger than a diode
drop from , the pMOS source-body pn junction will
turn on to charge the body and . Hence, eventually
settles at , where is the cut-
in voltage of the source-body diode. Similarly, when the
input switches from GND to , the pMOS is turned off.
The pMOS body voltage rises from
to and eventually drops down to

(where is the cut-in voltage of
the diode ) through the discharge diode . This circuit
can operate at any supply voltage compatible with the
device design without suffering the leakage in other body-
bias controlled schemes. Fig. 36(c) compares the inverter
delay and leakage of a conventional CMOS circuit and
DGCMOS circuit as functions of the coupling capacitor

. As a large increases modulation, the full effect
is achieved and the leakage is reduced significantly. A large

increases the input capacitance, however, resulting in a
larger load on the previous stage. The value oftherefore
represents a design tradeoff between the circuit speed and
leakage current.

One problem of connecting the body to the gate through
a reverse-biased diode [Fig. 30(b)] is the high-frequency

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 36. (a) Double-gate-driven pMOS in an inverter. (b) DG-
MOS inverter input, output, and nodeVbP wave forms.
(c) DGMOS ring oscillator delay and leakage current [52].

operation. While the scheme allows the circuit to operate
at supply voltage higher than a diode drop, the device
operation becomes unstable at high frequency because
the excessive charges in the body can not be discharged
quickly as the diodes are reverse biased. An active body-
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bias scheme has been proposed to overcome this high-
frequency limitation [53]. Fig. 37(a) shows two active
body-biased driver circuits. The Type-A driver consists of
six transistors (enclosed in the broken-line box), where
the branch containing P3/P2/N2/N3 is used to actively and
dynamically control the body bias of switching transistors
P4/N4. Consider the case when the input “in” is “low.”
Node “INB” is at “high” and the output “out” is “low.”
The feedback signal from “out” turns on P2 and turns off
N2. In this state, P2 functions like the feedback half-latch in
a dynamic circuit [38]. When “in” switches from “low” to
“high,” P1 turns off and N1 turns on. However, P3 and P2
are still on at the beginning of the switching period; thus,
there is a current path through P3, P2, and N1. Transistor
P3 is sized such that its current is substantially smaller than
that through N1/P2. Thus, the excess current through N1/P2
pulls down the body potential of P4, reducing the threshold
voltage and speeding up the output pullup transition via
P4. When the output becomes “high,” P2 turns off and the
current path is cut off. The body potential of P4 is pulled up
to the supply voltage by P3, thus increasing the threshold
voltage and reducing the standby leakage. Since the body
potential is charged/discharged through active transistors,
the circuit can operate at higher frequency than the circuit
using a reverse-biased diode [Fig. 30(b)]. In the Type-B
circuit [Fig. 37(a)], the feedback signal is provided through
a small-size inverter “INV” to obtain a longer period of
low-threshold voltage for P4 or N4. Fig. 37(b) shows the
operating wave forms of the bulk, conventional SOI (body
tied to gate through a reverse-biased diode), and Type-A
SOI circuit at 1.0 V, 60 pF load, and 100 MHz operating
frequency. The body potential of the output transistor (P4
and N4) can be seen to change synchronously with the
change of the “INB” signal. The delay time and power as
functions of the supply voltage are shown in Fig. 38. At a
supply voltage of 1.0 V, the Type-A SOI circuit operates
23% faster than the conventional SOI circuit and 37% faster
than the bulk. The extra power consumption in the Type-A
circuit due to the active body bias is only 2.4% compared
with the conventional SOI circuit.

A relatively simple dynamic body-bias control scheme
for an SOI-CMOS inverter using subsidiary MOSFET
transistors is shown in Fig. 39(a) [54]. In this scheme,
the bodies of the primary driving transistors and

are driven/controlled by the subsidiary transistors
and . The drains of the subsidiary transistors are

connected to the output, while the sources are connected
to the bodies of the primary driving transistors. When the
input switches from “low” to “high,” the body voltage of

is raised rapidly through in a source-follower
configuration, thus reducing the threshold voltage of
to improve the pulldown delay. As the output voltage
goes down, the body voltage of also goes down
(to ground) since the gate of the subsidiary transistors

is at “high,” and the threshold voltage is increased.
Notice that in the initial pulldown state, the current through
the subsidiary transistors not only charges up the
body of but also helps to pull down the output

(a)

(b)

Fig. 37. (a) Active body-bias SOI-CMOS driver circuits and
(b) simulated wave forms for the bulk, conventional SOI, and
Type-A SOI circuit at 1.0 V, 60 pF, and 100 MHz [53].

node directly. The threshold voltage of the subsidiary
transistors can be designed to be substantially lower than the
primary driving transistor since they do not provide a direct
leakage current path in the standby condition. This scheme
works for any supply voltage compatible with the device
design. Fig. 39(b) compared the measured gate delays of
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Fig. 38. Supply-voltage dependence of delay time and power
dissipation at 60 pF for the bulk, conventional SOI, and Type-A
SOI circuit [53].

a conventional CMOS inverter with the present scheme.
When the load is small, the delay improvement of the
present scheme is not significant due to the increased input
capacitance caused by the subsidiary devices. As the load
capacitance increases, the improvement becomes significant
(about 25–30% with 3.0-pF load).

Notice that for the circuit scheme in Fig. 39(a), an nMOS
subsidiary transistor is used for the nMOS pulldown
transistor , and a pMOS subsidiary transistor
is used for the pMOS pullup transistor . The body
voltages of the primary driving transistor— for exam-
ple—will not be charged until the input voltage rises above
the threshold voltage of the subsidiary transistor and is
one threshold voltage below the gate input voltage once the
body charging starts. Furthermore, the delay in modulating
the body voltages through the subsidiary transistors may
become comparable to the primary gate delay. Thus, the
effectiveness of modulating the body voltage to reduce
the delay is degraded. Last, the imbalance between the
pullup and pulldown delays becomes worse because of
the nMOS-nMOS (primary-subsidiary) and pMOS-pMOS
(primary-subsidiary) configuration.

The aforementioned drawbacks can be overcome by the
improved configuration shown in Fig. 40(a), where a pMOS
subsidiary transistor (MP2) is used to drive the body of
the primary nMOS pulldown transistor (MN1) and vice
versa [55], [56]. This scheme works only for “noninverting”
buffers since the gate input to the primary transistors and the
gate input to the subsidiary transistors have to be derived
from opposite voltage phases, and an extra inverter at the
input becomes necessary. Since the subsidiary transistors
charge the bodies of the primary transistors in the common-
source configuration, the drawback associated with the
threshold voltage drop for Fig. 39(a) is eliminated. Also,
the modulation of the body voltages occurs before the
switching of the primary driving transistors. The nMOS-
pMOS (primary-subsidiary) and pMOS-nMOS (primary-
subsidiary) configuration balances the pullup and pulldown
delays. This scheme also offers the extra benefit of turning
on the parasitic bipolar transistor early and harder to help

(a)

(b)

Fig. 39. (a) An SOI-CMOS inverter with dynamic body-bias
control subsidiary MOSFET’s.MND andMPD are the driving
nMOS and pMOS transistors.MNS andMPS are the subsidiary
nMOS and pMOS transistors. (b) Measured gate delays versus
supply voltage for 1.5- and 3.0-pF load [54].

reduce the gate delay. Full supply voltage is applied to the
bodies [bases of the parasitic bipolar transistors (QN1 and
QP1)] during the initial phase of the switching because of
the common-source configuration of the subsidiary transis-
tors, resulting in larger transient parasitic bipolar current to
help the transition of the output node. Fig. 40(b) compares
the pulldown delays for noninverting buffers driving 2.0-
pF load using the two schemes in Figs. 39(a) and 40(a) as
functions of the supply voltage. The scheme in Fig. 40(a)
can be seen to offer significant delay improvement (about
30% at 1.5 V).

VIII. G LOBAL DESIGN ISSUES

Compatibility of SOI cell libraries and design methodol-
ogy with the bulk CMOS tends to be an issue. Designs with
floating-body and/or smart-body contact require detailed
circuit characterization and layout incompatible with the
bulk CMOS. This is basically an issue of design resource
and design time rather than a fundamental roadblock. It
is possible to have cell libraries and design methodology
compatible with the bulk CMOS if SOI device bodies are
tied to the supply rails. Fig. 41 show a basic cell structure
for a 0.35- m, 220-kG SOI-CMOS gate array [57]. This
gate array uses partially depleted devices with the bodies
tied to the supply rails. The cell layout and power-line
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 40. (a) A noninverting SOI-CMOS buffer with dynamic
body-bias control subsidiary MOSFET’s. MN1 and MP1 are the
driving nMOS and pMOS transistors. MP2 and MN2 are the
subsidiary pMOS and nMOS transistors. QN1 and QP1 are the
parasitic bipolar transistors. (b) Simulated pulldown delay charac-
teristics of the buffer circuit in (a). Also shown for comparison is
the delay of a buffer circuit using the inverter circuit in Fig. 39(a)
[55], [56].

wiring are optimized to allow use of cell libraries and
design methodology compatible with the bulk CMOS gate
arrays. The basic cell utilizes field-shield gates to isolate the
pMOS and nMOS transistors [58]. The field-shield gates
also provide the current paths between the bodies and the
body-contact regions in the SOI layer when forward biased.
To improve the breakdown voltage for SOI nMOS devices,
additional body-contact regions for nMOS transistors are
formed between the pMOS and nMOS transistors. This
structure has no area penalty, and the cell pitch is the same
as that for the bulk CMOS, since body contacts are formed
in regions the well bias would occupy in the bulk CMOS
case. Fig. 42 compares the delay and power as functions of
the supply voltage for a two-inputNAND gate with FO
- and -mm metal wires in SOI-CMOS and bulk CMOS

gate arrays. The SOI-CMOS gate array consumes 65% less
power than the bulk CMOS gate array operating at the same
speed.

In VLSI designs, timing rules are typically generated
based on worst case considerations of process corners,
supply, temperature, slew rate, and switching patterns. For
bulk CMOS, the pattern dependency in stacked configura-

(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 41. Basic cell structures for 0.35-�m gate arrays on bulk
CMOS and SOI CMOS [57]. (a) Bulk CMOS. (b) SOI CMOS.
(c) Cross section of bulk CMOS. (d) Cross section of SOI CMOS.

Fig. 42. Delay time and power dissipation of two-inputNAND

gate in bulk CMOS and SOI-CMOS gate arrays (FO= 2-, 3-mm
metal wires) [57].

tion has long been known to degrade the timing rules. To
illustrate, consider a simple dynamic two-wayNAND circuit
in Fig. 43. Switching the bottom transistor N1 (i.e.,
switches from “low” to “high” with staying “high”)
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Fig. 43. A dynamic two-wayNAND circuit.

to pull dynamic Node 2 down is substantially slower than
switching the top transistor N2. This is because:

a) the voltage at Node 1 is at (less than
) to start with (hence, smaller and when

N1 switches “on”);

b) the top transistor N2 suffers from the reverse body
effect and has a high to start with (with its source,
Node 1, sitting at “high” and its body grounded, there
is a large reverse bias between the body and the
source of N2, resulting in high threshold voltage).

For the case of switching the top transistor N2, Node 1 is
at ground to start with. Hence, full is present as
for N2. Also, current to pull down Node 2 is immediately
available once N2 switches “on.” While the reduced par-
asitic in the SOI structure improves both switching cases,
the improvement for the bottom transistor switching case is
particularly significant due to three reasons. First, the body
voltage of N2 sits between Node 2 and Node 1 voltages and
so is very close to before N1 switches. The of N2 is
thus significantly reduced. Second, Node 1 voltage is closer
to than the bulk case, resulting in larger across
N1 to start with. Last, the body voltage of N1 sits between
Node 1 voltage and ground, thus reducing the of N1.
The timing rules are therefore improved for theNAND-like
(nMOS stack) andNOR-like (pFET stack) configurations.
Similarly, timing rules for pass-transistor-based circuits
such as CPL [42]–[44] are improved due to the lack of
reverse body effect in floating-body configuration in SOI.
The timing rules for some other circuit topologies, however,
are degraded by the parasitic bipolar effect and the transient
threshold voltage variation discussed earlier. The necessity
to size up holding devices, drop body contacts, or widen
the design margin to overcome the effects under worst
case patterns degrades the circuit speed and area and hence
timing rules. The parasitic bipolar effect also worsens while
CMOS devices are degraded at an elevated temperature.

The pattern and history dependency and the resulting
nonuniform speedup (over the bulk) complicate the circuit
timing and design methodology. They may also degrade the
overall chip timing. One example is a single clock, single
latch design as shown in Fig. 44. In this kind of design, the

Fig. 44. A single-clock, single-latch design.

latches are typically “open” only for a prescribed time to
allow the evaluated data to be written into the latches. The
latches are then closed to avoid feed-forward of the data
from latches at the preceding pipeline stage. The lower
bound of the duration for the latches to remain open is
dictated by the longest path so valid data can be written
into the latches, while the upper bound is determined by
the shortest path to ensure that feed-forward will not occur.
Short paths are “padded” to ensure that feed-forward (or
racing) will not occur under worst case timing conditions.
The padding tends to hurt the long paths and degrade the
cycle time in most cases. Due to the nonuniform, pattern-
dependent speedup in the floating-body configuration, some
short paths may get “shorter,” thus requiring more padding
and hurting the long paths and cycle time more.

Clock distribution and skew/jitter minimization have
been a major challenge in high-performance designs. In
floating-body SOI configuration, the uncertainty about the
floating-body potential and the hysteresis effect translates
into clock skew and jitter, thus degrading the performance.
This is exemplified by the pulse-stretching effect discussed
in Section V. Since it is impractical, if not impossible,
to design the clock distribution tree to balance out
these effects, body contacts should be used in the clock
distribution network to eliminate these effects and simplify
the design process.

On-chip decoupling to reduce supply bounce/noise rep-
resents another challenge in SOI technology, primarily
for high-performance applications. State-of-the-art, high-
performance microprocessors operate at clock frequencies
ranging from 200 to above 400 MHz with power con-
sumption in the range of 20–30 W [59]–[61]. The total
effective switching capacitance can be easily estimated
from V . For a 200-MHz/30-W/3.3-V proces-
sor, the total effective switching capacitance is about 13
nF [60]. A similar amount of total effective switching
capacitance is present for a 433-MHz/25-W/2.0-V micro-
processor [61]. To achieve effective supply decoupling and
limit the supply voltage reduction to 10%, the ratio of
the on-chip decoupling capacitance to the total effective
switching capacitance should be greater than 10 : 1 [60],
thus requiring a decoupling capacitor in the range of 130
nF and above. In bulk CMOS technology, about 40–50%
of the required decoupling capacitance is supplied by
the “built-in” nonswitching capacitances such as well-to-
substrate capacitance, diffusion-to-well capacitance, etc. In
SOI technology, with the faster circuit speed and absence
of these “built-in” decoupling capacitances, the supply and
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 45. (a) Equivalent circuit of the body of a PD-SOI nMOS-
FET under transient.CB represents the effective capacitance of
the body node. The time constant of the bodyRBCB must be
smaller than the switching time of the gate for the body tie to be
efficient in transient and (b) simulated transient body voltage in
response to a rising gate input in an inverter. The gate input rises
at t = 1:0 ns with a rise time of about 50 ps. Note the long body
recovery time with a high-resistance body tie [62].

ground bounce is more severe. The decoupling capacitors
have to be distributed around the chip, especially under the
data bus. Due to the fast on-chip slew rate (rise/fall time in
the order of 200–300 ps), a very low resistance–capacitance
(RC) time constant ( 100 ps) for the decoupling capacitor
is essential to achieve effective decoupling. In bulk CMOS,
the n-well sheet resistance is typically about 500 , so
the RC requirement can be met with thin oxide capacitors
built on the n-well with reasonable device aspect ratios.
In an SOI structure, the body region is thin and has
substantially higher sheet resistance. A viable decoupling
capacitor structure with lowRC time constant therefore
becomes a process and device design challenge.

The series resistance of the body contact is crucial in
determining its effectiveness in suppressing the floating-
body effect (when used as a body tie) or in modulating
the threshold voltage (when used as a smart contact)
[62]. The time constant of the body [Fig. 45(a)] must be
substantially lower than the switching time of the gate for
the body contact to be efficient under dynamic conditions.
This is illustrated in Fig. 45(b), where the simulated body
voltages in response to a rising gate input are shown for
the floating-body configuration and a high-resistance body-
tied configuration. The device response for the body-tied
configuration can be seen to be similar to the floating-body

Fig. 46. A PD-SOI nMOS with Schottky body contact at
the source. (a) Top view. The dashed line indicates theN+

source/drain implant mask. (b) Source cross-sectional view.
(c) Device schematic [63], [64].

configuration even though the initial DC levels are different.
The body contact typically requires significant area and
consumes the device width. Also, with an ohmic body tie,
the source and drain cannot be swapped, thus disallowing
bidirectional operation of the device. A compact Schottky
body-contact scheme has been developed to overcome these
drawbacks in a 0.35-m, partially depleted SOI technology
with cobalt silicided source/drain and polysilicon [63],
[64]. In this scheme, a Schottky diode forms between the
source/drain and body wherever the source/drain implant
into the silicided source/drain region is selectively not
performed. Fig. 46(a) and (b) shows an example of how
the source implant is masked to provide a Schottky contact
to the body, while Fig. 46(c) shows a schematic of the
device. The forward bias turn-on voltage of the Schottky
diode (about 0.3 V) is substantially lower than that of the
body-source PN junction, thus limiting the body potential
and suppressing the floating-body effects. The structure
allows bidirectional operation of the device if Schottky
diodes are placed at both the source and drain terminals.
It is also self-aligned along the device width direction
since misalignment in the width direction does not affect
the device performance. It thus requires less area than
typical ohmic body contacts and consumes less device
width. Fig. 47 compares the device width consumed for a
minimum-sized body contact for the Schottky contact and
the ohmic contact. Since for the ohmic contact case one
has to absorb the to alignment overlay require-
ment (not required for the Schottky case) and the lateral
diffusion of the region, the ohmic contact consumes
two times (overlay lateral diffusion) more device width
than the Schottky contact, which can be substantial in
deep submicron technology. This scheme has been used
in a state-of-the-art microprocessor (DEC StrongArm-110)
[63], [64] using a 2.0-V, 0.35-m, partially depleted SOI
technology and proven effective in suppressing the floating-
body effect.

Process modification for more efficient body tie has also
been pursued [65]. One example is shown in Fig. 48(a),
where the field oxide does not consume the silicon film
completely, thus leaving a thin silicon film between the field
oxide and the buried oxide. The body can then be contacted
through the remaining thin silicon film beneath the field
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(a) (b)

Fig. 47. Comparison of the device width consumed for a min-
imum-sized body contact for (a) the Schottky case and (b) the
ohmic case [63], [64].

oxide. Due to the capacitance between the source/drain dif-
fusion and the remaining silicon film, this device structure
has larger junction capacitance than the normal SOI struc-
ture. Compared with bulk CMOS, the structure eliminates
the well-to-substrate capacitance in bulk CMOS and has
lower source/drain junction capacitance since the silicon
film is typically more lightly doped than the well in bulk
CMOS. The performance of this structure therefore lies
between the normal SOI and the bulk CMOS devices, as
shown in Fig. 48(b). Notice that once the silicon film is
completely depleted, the source/drain junction capacitance
reaches its minimum value and remains constant. The
structure has been applied to 1.0-Gb DRAM in a 0.17-m
bulk-compatible SOI technology [65].

ESD susceptibility is a major reliability issue for SOI
technology. Most ESD protection schemes developed for
bulk CMOS—such as the use of a large-area, low-series-
resistance vertical PN junction or thick-field-oxide de-
vices—are either unavailable or impractical in SOI technol-
ogy. The thermal resistance of the buried oxide further de-
grades the ESD reliability. A grounded-gate MOSFET oper-
ating in the bipolar breakdown/snapback mode (Fig. 49) has
been studied/proposed for ESD protection in SOI structures
[66]–[68]. The second snapback for SOI nMOSFET occurs
at a smaller drain current (indicating more serious Joule
heating) with lower holding voltage compared with the bulk
case. Also, the high-current holding voltage is relatively in-
dependent of the body bias, so similar ESD performance is
expected for floating- and grounded-body SOI for positive-
polarity stress. For positive-polarity Human Body Model
(HBM) discharge, the ESD sustained voltage for SOI has
been found to be about half that for the bulk case. For
negative-polarity HBM discharge, the discharge mechanism
is significantly different in the bulk and SOI structures.
For the bulk case, the negative-polarity discharge pulse is
absorbed by the large forward-biased drain/substrate PN
junction; thus, the ESD sustained voltage is about 25–30%
higher than for positive-polarity discharge. For SOI, the
negative-polarity discharge path is restricted to the thin
active silicon film, and the discharge current is clamped by
the nMOSFET in the transistor-diode mode (the nMOSFET
is driven into deep saturation in the inverse direction,
with its gate and “drain” tied together and its “source”
pulled down by the negative ESD stress pulse). The high

(a)

(b)

Fig. 48. (a) Cross section of a PD-SOI nMOSFET where the
field oxide does not consume the silicon film completely. The
device has a silicon film thickness of 200 nm and semirecessed
field oxide thickness of 250 nm. A thin silicon film of 75-nm
thickness remains beneath the field oxide. (b) Ring oscillator gate
delays versus supply voltage for bulk CMOS, conventional SOI,
and the structure in (a) [65].

series resistance in the transistor-diode mode, together with
the high current density in the silicon film, results in
serious local heating and an ESD sustained voltage about
10% lower than for the positive polarity discharge. The
use of a body-tie configuration provides a discharge path
for ESD current with lower series resistance through the
forward-biased body-drain PN junction, resulting in better
negative-polarity ESD performance over the floating-body
configuration. Because the breakdown/snapback voltage in
SOI pMOSFET is significantly higher than that for the
nMOSFET, the pMOSFET (in CMOS buffer configuration)
does not help to improve the ESD performance.

Various process/device and circuit approaches have been
explored to improve the ESD performance for SOI. A
through-oxide ESD protection scheme [68], where the ESD
protection circuitries are fabricated on the underlying bulk
substrate, has been proposed to enhance the ESD perfor-
mance. By doing so, most of the ESD protection schemes
developed for bulk MOSFET’s can be directly applied
to SOI circuits. Fig. 50 shows an example of a CMOS
output buffer utilizing such a scheme. Thin buried oxide is
required in this scheme for good step coverage in processing
and depth of focus in optical lithography systems. The
lateral PN junction (e.g., body-source junction) in SOI,
operated in parallel with the MOSFET, can be pursued
for ESD applications. The high series resistance associated
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 49. Breakdown/snapback characteristics of (a) bulk nMOS-
FET’s and (b) SOI nMOSFET’s with body floating and grounded
[68].

with the body remains a limitation on ESD performance.
Circuit means and ESD protection network design without
resort to technology modification are more practical and
cost effective. Fig. 51 shows the cross section of a gate-
biased SOI nMOS ESD protection design [69], where the
gate is biased above during ESD stress to achieve
more uniform turn-on of the wide multifinger device. A
MOS capacitor controls the gate coupling during ESD
stress, while a resistor allows the gate to discharge for
normal operation. This scheme has been shown to offer high
ESD voltage ( 2 kV), good symmetric ESD performance
for positive- and negative-polarity stresses, and tighter
ESD failure distribution in a 0.35-m SOI technology.
Protection network designs can also enhance the ESD
performance. One example is shown in Fig. 52 [70]. The
circuit elements that form the main ESD protection network
are the grounded-gate protection MOSFET M3, Zener diode
Z1, bus Zener Z6, and the drain diode of the nMOS output
driver M1. Zener diodes Z5 and Z4 and input resistor
R1 protect the gate oxides of M4 and M5 (input buffer).
Zener diodes Z3 and Z2 protect the gate oxides of M1
and M2. This protection network has been demonstrated to
provide 3.75 kV HBM ESD performance for all stress
modes.

Fig. 50. A CMOS output buffer utilizing the through-oxide ESD
protection scheme with the pMOSFET on the thin silicon film and
nMOSFET on the substrate [68].

Fig. 51. Cross section of the gate-biased SOI nMOS ESD pro-
tection design [69].

Fig. 52. I/O pad schematic with ESD current discharge paths
[70].

Self-heating in SOI represents another design constraint.
The thermal conductivity of silicon dioxide is about two
orders of magnitude lower than that of silicon. If the
power/heat is uniformly distributed across the chip, the high
thermal resistance of the buried oxide does not appear to be
a problem. This is because the silicon substrate thickness
for the state-of-the-art technology is about 650m for 6-in
wafers and about 740m for 8-in wafers. A buried oxide
of 400 nm, with two orders of magnitude high thermal
resistance, would have the equivalent thermal resistance
of 40 m of silicon and thus add only about 6% thermal
resistance for heat removal through the silicon substrate.
So, the majority of the heat dissipation is still through the
substrate, while the source, drain, gate, and interconnects
of the device serve as cooling fins, spreading out the area
over which heat flows downward [71]–[73]. Problems arise
when there are local hot spots resulting from circuits that
are constantly on (such as current source, current mirror,
bleeder devices, etc.) or have high switching activity (such
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as clock distribution network). Detailed thermal modeling
and measurements have shown that under static operating
conditions with the device always on, the rise in the channel
temperature for SOI devices can be an order of magnitude
higher than that for the bulk Si, sometimes in excess
of 100 C [73]. The higher channel operating temperature
causes negative differential conductance at high gate bi-
ases [71], degrades the device mobility, and reduces the
maximum drain saturation current. This imposes a severe
constraint for analog applications, where most devices can
be on all the time. In digital applications, devices are
typically on only for a small fraction of the clock cycle.
Because the thermal time constants are much longer than
typical electrical periods (e.g., clock cycle), the temperature
rise will not follow the instantaneous power dissipation and
will average out over a period on the scale of the thermal
time constants. Thus, the temperature rise is significantly
lower than the static case, in a range (typically 5–10C,
assuming devices are on 5–10% of the time) that can
be reasonably handled. Notice that this also implies that
nonself-heated device characteristics and model parameters
(from high-speed pulse measurement, for example) are
needed for typical digital circuit applications [73], [74].
The channel-substrate thermal resistance is roughly propor-
tional to the square root of Si, where is the
thickness of the buried oxide andSi is the thickness of
the silicon film. Thus, increasing the silicon film thickness
or decreasing the buried oxide thickness appears equally
effective in reducing the thermal resistance. Since the
thermal diffusion length (which is a measure of
the length over which the transient temperature fluctuations
are significant)2 is typically in the sub-0.5-m range, the
heat dissipation and cooling occurs primarily in the active
area [73]. Heat removal means that are introduced with
a physical distance substantially larger than the thermal
diffusion length will not be effective. In state-of-the-art sub-
0.25- m SOI-CMOS technologies [75], [76], self-heating
has been shown to degrade the current drive of nMOSFET
by 10–12% and pMOSFET by about 5%.

IX. DISCUSSION

The floating-body and hysteresis effects have long im-
peded the use of partially depleted SOI for mainstream
logic and memory applications. Better understanding and
technology advances have allowed the parasitic bipolar
leakage to be accurately measured/modeled and suppressed
[10], [77]. The parasitic bipolar effect can be suppressed
by using a nonideal (or “leakage”) body-source junction to
reduce the current gain of the parasitic bipolar transistor
and the floating-body voltage. It is important to confine
the nonideal body-source junction leakage to well below
the subthreshold leakage of the MOSFET so as not to
degrade the leakage of the device. Scaling the supply
voltage reduces the parasitic bipolar effect significantly
since there is less voltage across the body-source PN
junction. One might expect the parasitic bipolar effect

2
� is the thermal diffusivity of silicon;� is the clock period.

to be more significant as the effective channel length
(hence, “base width” of the parasitic bipolar transistor)
is reduced. Experimentally, however, it has been found
that the parasitic bipolar effect actually decreases with
decreasing channel length [76] as the transistor structure-
and doping-wise is far from an ideal bipolar transistor. In
well-designed state-of-the-art devices [75], [76], the pass-
gate leakage resulting from the parasitic bipolar effect can
be well below 10 A/ m. Nevertheless, detailed circuit
design/simulation to ensure enough margin is still crucial.

In contrast with the parasitic bipolar effect, the floating-
body-induced hysteretic (switching-history-dependent)
variation becomes more serious as the supply voltage and

are scaled if the device is not properly designed. The
hysteretic variation effect can be minimized through
proper device design [40], [79]. Consider the case in
Fig. 53, where the body voltage of an nMOS device in
a CMOS inverter is shown as a function of time through
one switching period. Before the start of the switching, the
gate input is at “high” and the drain output is at “low,”
so the body voltage is at V. As the gate voltage
switches down, the drain voltage rises to , and the body
voltage rises by an amount determined by the drain-
body capacitive coupling. The body voltage is then charged
by the diode current through the reverse-biased drain-body
PN junction and off-state impact ionization current and
discharged by the diode current through the forward-biased
body-source PN junction. When the gate switches up again,
the body voltage follows the gate voltage rises initially
due to the gate-body capacitive coupling, resulting in a
“spike” , as shown in Fig. 53. The spike increases
the leakage through the forward-biased body-source PN
junction, resulting in a loss of body charges. During this
period, the body is also charged by the on-state impact
ionization current. The body voltage then decreases as
the drain voltage goes down. To minimize the hysteretic

variation, it is essential to balance the gain and loss
of body charges in different logic states. This can be
achieved through a process/device design with decreased
gate-body capacitive coupling and nonideal (leaky) body-
source/drain diodes [79]. Nonideal diode characteristics
result in higher diode currents, which reduces the signif-
icance of impact ionization through the switching period. It
also increases the symmetry between forward- and reverse-
biased diode currents, thus providing more reverse diode
current to replenish the loss of body charges due to the
forward-biased diode. Diode nonideality also reduces the
loss of charge through capacitive coupling by decreasing
the change in forward current per change in the voltage
and more symmetric forward- and reverse-biased diode
currents. Operating in the regime where the “leaky” body-
source/drain diodes dominate device operation to minimize
hysteretic variation implies a higher value of body
voltage (when the gate input is “low”), which increases
the off-state current and degrades the transient subthreshold
leakage, thus representing a design tradeoff. Scaled device
design for lower supply voltage tends to alleviate the
hysteretic variation since higher peak dopings in devices
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Fig. 53. Body voltage of a charge-balanced nMOS device in a
CMOS inverter versus time through one switching period. For
simplicity, the switching period is assumed to start with gate input
at “high” (drain output at “low”), so that the referenceVB0 = 0

V. �VBG is due to the gate-body capacitive coupling and�VBD
is due to the drain-body capacitive coupling [79].

with highly nonuniform doping profiles result in more
nonideal diode characteristics and less gate-body capacitive
coupling due to increased body-source/drain capacitance.
Experimentally, hysteretic variation has been shown to
cause 5–6% frequency-dependent delay variation in simple
circuits (inverter,NAND, NOR, etc.) in state-of-the-art, sub-
0.25- m SOI-CMOS technologies [75], [76].

The performance advantage of SOI over bulk CMOS
technology depends on several factors. To maintain the
same transistor off-state leakage current, SOI MOSFET’s
are typically designed to have higher threshold voltage
than their bulk counterparts. The higher threshold voltage
reduces the available current drive and the performance
leverage of SOI devices, especially at low supply voltages.
Furthermore, in typical logic applications, interconnect ac-
counts for 30% of the total chip load capacitance and can
easily contribute to more than 60% of the delays in heavily
loaded circuits. If the threshold voltage of SOI devices is set
too high because of process technology and device design
window concerns, the advantage of SOI diminishes and can
even disappear completely [78]. With proper process/device
design to keep the threshold voltage from being undesirably
high while containing the leakage, 0.25-m SOI-CMOS
technology with minimum effective channel length down to
the 0.1- m range [75], and sub-0.15-m SOI-CMOS tech-
nology with effective channel length down to the 0.06-m
range [76] have been demonstrated with excellent device
characteristics and significant performance improvement
over bulk CMOS. Raw inverter delays of 7.9 and 5.5 ps
have been achieved at room temperature and liquid nitrogen
temperature, approaching that of Josephson junctions.

Design strategy can also affect the leverage of SOI. In
a “dual-design” approach requiring the design to work on
both bulk and SOI technologies with only minor mask-
level adjustments, the performance in both the bulk and
SOI versions is likely to be sacrificed. The necessity to
reserve area in the bulk version to accommodate body
contacts in the SOI version increases the area in the bulk
design. On the other hand, the SOI version may suffer
from more severe supply and ground bounce (thus hurting
the performance) due to inadequate amount of decoupling
capacitor, as discussed earlier. The long paths in the SOI

design may differ significantly from the bulk due to all
the effects discussed earlier. Thus, timing optimization for
the bulk version may not improve (and may even hurt)
the performance of the SOI version. The wire delay also
degrades the advantage of the SOI version substantially,
since the use of smart driver configurations described in
the previous section may not be an option in a dual-
design approach. In contrast, in a SOI-only design, a
global tradeoff can be pursued to enhance the overall
performance. For example, one can put in more decoupling
capacitors and recoup the lost area by using a smaller
SRAM cell (as shown in Fig. 5) for the on-chip cache
memory. One can also explore the smart-body contacts and
driver configurations to reduce the wire delay significantly,
thus achieving much better performance.

Circuit simulations with floating bodies require substan-
tially more memory and simulation time, and simulation
convergence for the initial DC solutions tends to be a
problem since the initial DC potential of floating nodes
in the circuits is set by the (small) leakage currents with
long time constants. The floating-body-related effects fur-
ther complicate the identification and definition of various
timing modes (early mode, late mode, etc.) and corners
(nominal case, best case, worst case, etc.). For memory
applications, the circuits are more confined. The circuit
design, timing, optimization, and use of selective and/or
smart-body contacts to improve the performance appear
more straightforward than for mainstream logic (i.e., mi-
croprocessor) applications. Timing large-scale logic circuits
with all the floating-body-related effects represents the sin-
gle most challenging task in bringing SOI into mainstream
microprocessor applications. Simple-minded approaches by
“blindly” adding design margins to account for various
effects (e.g., adding, say, a 5% margin to the early or late
mode to account for hysteretic effect) will quickly “eat
away” the performance leverage for SOI. A viable timing
strategy, based on the thorough understanding of the device
behavior and circuit topology, to incorporate and “bound”
various floating-body effects in the timing rules is crucial
in exploiting and maintaining the advantage of SOI over
bulk CMOS technology.

The device lifetime does not appear to be a problem
for SOI. Adequate (and similar) hot carrier lifetimes have
been demonstrated for 0.35-m partially depleted devices
at 2.0 V with body floating or body grounded [64]. Device
lifetime (to 10% reduction in the saturation current) similar
to bulk technology has also been demonstrated in a 0.25-

m SOI-CMOS technology, and ten-year operation at 1.8
V with effective channel length down to 0.1m appears
feasible [75].

As of December 1997, a 4.0-Mb SOI SRAM with yield
comparable to bulk CMOS and over 20% performance
improvement has been demonstrated [75]. A similar per-
formance improvement has been demonstrated for DRAM
at the 16-Mb level [29]. Also reported was 16-Mb SOI
DRAM with body-voltage-control technique aiming at 1.0
V operation [47]. Small DRAM arrays exploring SOI circuit
techniques for 1.0- and 4.0-Gb applications have been
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abundant. A 1.0-Gb SOI DRAM has been “successfully
fabricated” (although no performance figures have been
quoted) [65]. The “core” of a state-of-the-art microproces-
sor (with phase-locked loop and ESD protection circuits
disabled) for embedded applications, StrongArm-110, has
been built on SOI and showed over 20% performance
improvement [64]. The application of SOI technology for
mainstream high-performance, general-purpose micropro-
cessors is on the horizon.

X. CONCLUSION

We have reviewed the design considerations and recent
advances of SOI for CMOS VLSI memory and logic appli-
cations. For SOI SRAM’s, the improvement in SER cannot
be taken for granted. For SOI DRAM’s, process/device
modifications or circuit techniques to suppress the sub-
threshold leakage are necessary to achieve superior dynamic
retention time and maintain density leverage over the
bulk-Si DRAM’s. Body contacts in general are needed
in boosted word-line drivers and output drivers to pre-
vent premature device breakdown and in sense ampli-
fiers to maintain enough sense margin and sensing speed.
Logic circuit topologies and switching patterns susceptible
to the parasitic bipolar effect resulting from the float-
ing body were discussed. StackedOR-AND configurations,
pass-transistor-based designs, and multilevel voltage-switch
current-steering type circuits are particularly vulnerable to
the parasitic bipolar effect. Proper design/sizing of these
circuits and judiciously dropping body contacts in selected
devices/circuits are necessary to achieve the full potential
of partially depleted SOI devices. Hysteretic variation
and the impact on circuit operations were addressed. The
smart use of body contacts enhances the performance and
lowers the operating voltage and power. Global design
issues such as chip timing, on-chip decoupling capacitor,
electrostatic discharge protection, and heat dissipation were
discussed. By taking advantage of the unique device struc-
ture and characteristics, SOI-specific circuit design extends
the operating voltage, power, and performance into a regime
unattainable with the bulk CMOS technology.
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